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ABSTRACT
Roles of Author's Name, Regulatory Focus and
Author Information in Novel Choice

Zlata Salkovich
Master’s Degree in Business Administration
The Graduate School of Business
Seoul National University
Book choice has been paid limited attention in the marketing research, so
decision-making process along with factors that determine book preferences,
remains underexplored. The present study, while focusing on a difference between
established and new authors, examines role of author’s name which, being an
important component of brand, has a significant impact on book choice, as well as
investigates on other factors that moderate impact of author awareness. Findings are
expected to have a practical meaning for literature marketing by answering questions
such as which kind of advertising message, promotional or prevention-framed is
better to be used, whether information about the author have an impact on book
choice and how this impact differs in accordance with the type of information.
Results from three experiments have provided evidence supporting an impact
of author’s name on book choice. Study 2 have revealed a moderating role of
regulatory focus, so that new books by unknown authors are more likely to be chosen
by promotion-focused individuals, and alike effect is lower for books by well-known
authors. Study 3 have explored on the role of various types of external information
about the author. External information had a positive impact on choice intentions,

which differed according to the type of description and across two author awareness
conditions. Awards and style information about the author positively increased
choice intentions for books by unknown authors, whereas personal and style
information have shown higher impact in known author conditions. Among three
types of information, personal information was the least impactful when participants
had to choose books by unknown authors, whereas awards information was the least
impactful for books by known authors. Finally, managerial implications were
discussed.

Key words: novel choice, author awareness, regulatory focus, external information,
literature marketing
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I.

Introduction

Beahm, G & Beahm, M. (1989) have quoted Stephen King as saying "But the
fact that Thinner did 28,000 copies when Bachman was the author and 280,000
copies when Steve King became the author, might tell you something, huh?" after
first publishing a novel under the pseudonym. Sales of The Cuckoo's Calling were
raised by 150,000% after it has been revealed that writer Robert Galbraith is the
pseudonym of JK Rowling1. Same books, but such different results after the name
of the famous author has been revealed to the public.
When it comes to cultural and experiential products’ choice, such as movies,
books, music and many others, it is not easy to perform sales forecasts or predict
outcomes of marketing efforts. One of factors that has been constantly reported
among those which have an impact, is a name of an author, an actor/actress, a director
or anyone else who is mentioned in the role of creator or as been involved in (Levin
et. al, 1997; Desai & Basuroy, 2005; Wallace et. al, 1993). This impact of an
individual’s name value is supposed to be even stronger in novel choice, where the
author(s) is the sole creator(s), so that the name becomes one of main references
about a product.
Such role of author’s name might be positive when it comes to marketing of
established authors. However, if author’s name is that much important, the question
is what shall be done when promoting books of new authors? Little research has been
conducted on novel choice, so the decision-making process and impact factors in
literature consumption remains uncertain. Moreover, though sales of books by
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Lowther, E. (2013, July 14). JK Rowling Revealed as Author of The Cuckoo's
Calling. Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-23304181.
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famous authors often results in higher records, the effect of mere “name” is still not
clarified, as far as a release of a new book by a famous author is often supported by
extensive marketing efforts and overall, tend to receive more attention from critics,
public and publishers, whereas some new authors reach success with their debut
novels.
When looking for a novel to read, a consumer often possesses a restricted amount
of information regarding the experience that can be derived from a book, so though
books overall are perceived to be established products, a particular book is more
appropriate to be considered as a new product, what adds to the role of uncertainty
in the choice context. Thinking about a situation when a consumer refers to the
author’s name to decide on whether the book is worthy to read, the name shall be
considered as a brand, and the new book either as a brand extension or a new product,
released under the name of the author. Depending on brand knowledge to be
possessed, an author’s name may bring about a higher degree of certainty regarding
the choice, by providing a consumer with some information on which kind of
experience can be gained from the book and allowing to decide how much it may fit
quality requirements.
The present study seeks to explore on the role of author’s name in book choice
and factors, such as presence of external information about the author and regulatory
fit, that may have a positive impact on choice of new books, especially those by new
authors. New books here are meant to be books that a consumer never heard about
before, the same way as new authors are meant to be, from a consumer’s point,
unfamiliar or, in other words, yet unknown authors. The study aims at demonstrating
on whether the concept of brand is applicable to the author’s name, whether
promotion-focused (vs. prevention-focused) consumers are more readily to consume
new books by new authors and whether the presence of external information about
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the author has an impact on choice intention. Thus, the study contributes to the
research on book choice and have important practical implications for literature
marketing.
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II. Literature Review
2.1 Novels as Hedonic Products
Different reasons exist behind reading books, as some people seek for pleasure
and positive emotions while enjoying a story, some aim at gaining knowledge and
information from the source, some focuses on the dramatic aspects and prefer to
experience realistic feelings, even negative ones. A novel may be chosen besides its
value as of literature piece, but rather for its social, cultural or other meanings, for
example, one may read a book because of the author’s social weight or role, thus
having interest for the author initially, or because of a purpose to achieve a certain
degree of acknowledgement from peers, etc. The variety of genres, forms and styles
may be viewed as a consequence of different consumption goals’ and patterns’
existence, what provides various definitions of book as a product.
Although consumption and product characteristics are typically divided on
hedonic and utilitarian, an act of consumption may be driven by combination of
utilitarian and hedonic motives (Alba & Williams, 2013; Linden, 2011). This is true
for books, where reasons for reading might be classified depending on the context,
from hedonic to utilitarian, so that a goal-based perspective focusing on the type of
goal pursued by a consumer shall be applied (Alba & Williams 2013; Batra & Ahtola
1991; Pham 1998). By all means, the present study focuses on books consumed as
pieces of literature, thus, as hedonic products.
Consistent with the definition given by Hirschman & Holbrook (1982; see also
Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982), hedonic consumption is “a consumer behavior
related to the multisensory, fantasy and emotive aspects of product usage
experience”, and novels are cases of hedonic product. Hirschman and Holbrook
(1982) characterized consumer choice in the context of hedonic consumption as 1)
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based on emotional desires rather than utilitarian motives, 2) sensory-emotive
stimulation and cognitive information seeking to be independent from each other, 3)
product to be imbued with a subjective meaning and 4) the process overall to be tied
to an imaginative construction of reality. Hedonic products also can be described as
experiential (Cooper-Martin, 1991) and, since reading implies imagining and rethinking the story, as high-involvement types (see: Hopkinson & Pujari, 1999).
Therefore, when considering a book, as an object of fiction literature and view it as
a story, that, from the point of common knowledge, delivers mostly emotional and
experiential value, reading books shall be considered as hedonic type of consumption.
In such context consumers will make decisions about pursuing hedonic consumption
based on what they expect will be (most) pleasurable, for a desirable amount of time
(the longest) (Alba & Williams, 2013), thus trying to maximize hedonic benefits.
The definition of book as of hedonic product is supported by various studies
where other cultural and art products based on an emotional along with on a story
experience, such as movies (Cooper-Martin, 1991; Sood & Dreze, 2006; Desai &
Basuroy, 2005), videogames (Tschang, 2005), aesthetic products (Charthers, 2006)
are examined thought the prism of hedonic consumption. Consumption of these
products is highly influenced by their hedonic nature, so emotional expectations
rather than cognitive assessments of product attributes impact choice decisions for
new movies (Neelamegham & Jain, 1999), and this kind of choice is also based on
intrinsic preferences of consumers (O'Shaughnessy, 1987).
Due to similarity of values provided, thereby enjoyment through story, fantasy
etc., above patterns shall be applicable to the novel consumption so, when choosing
a book, a consumer will seek to fitful his/her emotional and experiential needs, and
will rely on subjective characteristics of the novel, examined through patterns of
personal preferences. Still, due to distinctive product characteristics, the values
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sought in book consumption, shall be different not only from utilitarian, but from
other hedonic products as well. Thus, when deciding on whether to read or not a
particular novel, a consumer may rely on other set of characteristics in comparison
to, for example, movie choice. This posits the question on how consumer’s decisionmaking would differ for novel choice and whether basic concepts such as risk,
uncertainty, brand and others may be applied in the same way as for utilitarian and
other hedonic products.

2.2 Risk, Uncertainty and Information
If consider some common definitions of perceived risk, product performance
risk, convenience risk and financial risk for example, broadly can be defined as main
ones (Forsythe et al., 2006). However, as far as risk is often perceived to be a
characteristic of utilitarian rather than hedonic consumption, it may be not clear
enough whether this approach is equally applicable to book choice and to clarify it
we shall go back to the basic concept of risk and uncertainty.
Perceived risk has been originally defined by Bauer (1960) and has been
described to have a two-dimensional structure, namely, uncertainty and adverse
consequences. Similar, but more extensive definition has been proposed in studies
by Cox (1967a, 1967b), where risk emerges from any of the following factors: 1)
uncertainty as to buying goals; 2) which of several purchases (product, brand, model,
etc.) best matches buying goals; 3) possible adverse consequences if the purchase is
made (or not made).
Perception and impact of risk and uncertainty in hedonic consumption shall be
different from utilitarian’s type, as far as in accordance with Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs (Maslow, 1943) an individual seeks to satisfy physical needs first. After basic
needs are satisfied, there is a freedom to pay attention to cognitive and emotional
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needs so, hedonic consumption that is associated with pleasure rather than with
physical needs, might be perceived as to be less important and failure to satisfy
hedonic needs might be considered as less risky. Utilitarian goods’ price,
performance and convenience characteristics may vary a lot from item to item, but
for hedonic goods these dimensions are not alike, because prices are often similar
from book to book, what make it hard to apply product performance risk,
convenience risk and financial risk concepts in the same way.
Nevertheless, it not necessarily means that consumers with hedonic goals have
no perception of risk, rather there is a shift regarding aspects that may be perceived
as objects to be potentially lost. Prior studies report that when it comes to utilitarian
consumption, consumers are willingly investing money, whereas in a case of hedonic
consumption they would prefer to invest their time (Okada, 2005). Moreover, if an
act of hedonic consumption will require a certain level of emotional expenditure and
an imaginal participation, consumers may decide to either to use or avoid a certain
product due to their desire to invest imaginal-emotional resources (Hirschman &
Holbrook, 1982; Singer, 1966; Zuckerman, 1979). So, if consider time and emotional
resources as assets that are objects to which the concepts of risk, of gains and losses
are applicable, a consumer will attempt to avoid loss of such assets and will aim to
maximize his/her profits through making a choice that better fitful hedonic goals.
When choosing a new novel, that is a type of a new product, a consumer basically
does not have a prior experience about it, what results in some degree of uncertainty
and risk perceived about the consumption decision. Uncertainty regarding quality of
hedonic goods remains high until the product is consumed (Clement & SchmidtStolting, 2006) and such products are harder to compare prior consumption than are
utilitarian goods (Clement & Schmidt-Stolting, 2006; Addis & Holbrook, 2001).
Due to content variety in literature, any type experiential and hedonic goal is possible
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to be satisfied, but, at the same time, larger variety makes choice more complicated
and without any information there is a possibility to end up with a choice that does
not fitful the quality been sought. High quality uncertainty and subjective products
attributes, as well as social risks faced due to high emotional involvement and
symbolic value of hedonic product, result in high consumption risks (Clement &
Schmidt-Stolting, 2006; Miller, McIntyre, & Mantrala, 1993). Even though
perceived risks associated with utilitarian products may be lower from some point,
making a particular choice might be more difficult than in the case of utilitarian
consumption. Resulting hardships may not necessarily have negative impact on
consumption due to role of expectations (Alba & Williams, 2012) and higher efforts
to obtain the product leading to higher satisfaction (Cardozo, 1965), but overall,
consumers will aim at minimizing uncertainty, risks and potential losses.
Product knowledge and experience have a significant impact on consumer
choice process (Bettman & Park 1980), but when it comes to new novels, a consumer
possesses restricted amount of information regarding an experience that can be
received through the product. An increase of the perceived risk level leads to the
intended risk-handling activity (Dowling & Staelin, 1994), so newness of a novel
may amplify such activities. Therefore, consumers will engage in informationseeking behavior to reduce uncertainty regarding the decision to tolerable levels
(Hansen, 1972; Cox, 1967) and as satisfaction of goals and concerns about potential
consequences becomes more important, search for information will increase (Urbany
et al., 1989).
Generally, product information is associated with certain beliefs about the
product that influence expectations for its performance (Shiv et al., 2005) and
consumers often use information about a product, such as its price, brand, or country
of origin, to infer its quality (Hong & Wyer, 1989), efficacy (Shiv et al., 2005), and
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even experience (Hong & Wyer, 1989). Though more information does not
necessarily impact decision in a positive way leading sometimes to poorer decisions,
with more information consumers do feel more satisfied and less confused (Jacoby
et. al, 1974). By getting related information, whether is it information about the
author, plot, or critics and readers’ comments, one will attempt to clarify on the
quality of the novel and make predictions regarding future experience. Unless quality
can be categorized onto two categories: 1) satisfaction of applicable specification; 2)
satisfaction of the customer (Nanda, 2016), and due to subjective nature of hedonic
consumption, the perception of quality in the case of book choice is rather individual
and is expected to be based on the consumer’s particular goals. As result, information
may serve as an indicator of quality in terms of the match between the novel’s
attributes and the consumer’s expectations about the novel and moderate the level of
uncertainty regarding a book choice.
Prior researches on cultural products have indicated that such informational
sources as product's genre (or type), star power, and critics' reviews are important
factors influencing market performance of an individual hedonic product (Desai &
Basuroy, 2005; Gemser et al., 2008; Levin et al., 1997). For example, in the case of
films, genre labeling is reported to serve as a benchmark used to clarify or elaborate
on the film story (Austin & Gordon 1987). These effects are especially stronger when
there is any uncertainty related to the information for example, when the genre is
unfamiliar (Gemser et. al, 2008), or when there is a genre mismatch between the
prior and new works of the author (Levin et al., 1997).
To sum up, there is uncertainty and consumption risks perceived in the context
of novel choice, so to decide on whether a particular book will be helpful at satisfying
goals, a consumer will engage in information-seeking behavior, seeking as well
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among for benchmarks such as genre, author’s name, description and others, that
may ensure the quality and future experience.
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III. Theoretical Background
3.1 Role of Author’s Name
In the book Principles of Marketing Kotler and Amstrong have defined brand as
a "name, term, sign symbol (or a combination of these) that identifies the maker or
seller of the product". According to this definition, the name of a novel’s author, who
is the story creator and is highly responsible for a hedonic experience of a reader, is
a brand.
Prior researches have emphasized a significant role of brand and related aspects
such as brand awareness, brand knowledge, brand equity, brand loyalty etc. in
consumer choice. Aaker (1991) have described three main variables of brand: brand
name awareness, brand associations and perceived quality. Brand awareness can be
defined as an ability of a consumer to recognize and recall a brand (Aaker, 1996),
and, accordingly, brand recognition means an ability to recognize the brand after
been exposed to a cue, whereas brand recall is related to an ability to recall a brand
name in the choice context. Depth and width are two dimensions that characterize
brand awareness so, depth is related to easiness of recalling or identifying brand and
width means which brand is coming into mind when purchasing a particular product
(Hoeffler & Keller, 2002). Hence, brand awareness is tied to the strength of a brand
node stored in memory, using which a consumer can identify the brand (Rossiter &
Percy, 1987).
Prior studies have reported on impact of brand awareness in consumer choice
(Keller, 1993; Macdonald & Sharp, 2000; Chi et al., 2009; Esch et al., 2006),
implying that brand awareness, together with positive image about the product,
increases choice intentions. Brand awareness helps consumers to predict quality as
well as to identify the producer (Janiszewski & Osselaer, 2000; Herbig & Milewicz,
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1993; Brucks et al., 2000) and serves as a key component of brand knowledge and
brand equity. The first one, brand knowledge, can be regarded as an associative
network memory model including two main components, brand awareness and brand
image, so when the consumer is familiar with the brand and holds some favorable
associations in memory, it becomes a basement for customer-based brand equity
(Keller, 1993). Brand equity means an incremental effect of the brand on all aspects
of the consumer's evaluation and choice process (Erdem et al., 1999), which lead to
significantly greater preference and higher purchase intention (Cobb-Walgren et al.,
1995).
The most important component of brand awareness is brand name (Davis,
Golicic & Marquardt, 2008). When making a choice, out of larger information arrays
a consumer would select few information dimensions including a brand name, and
if the brand name is available, the consumer would need less information (Jacoby et
al., 1977). This is supposed to occur due to that brand name serves as information
“chunk” in consumer decision-making (Jacoby et al., 1977), where “chunk means “a
particular amount of information that has specific psychological significance”
(Simon, 1974, p. 482). Brand name is influential in terms of reducing uncertainty, as
consumers perceive past experience with brand name to be one of the most useful
ways to reduce perceived risk related to the new product (Mithchell & Boustani,
1993). Though an impact of brand’s name shall depend on a prior experience, brand
knowledge and other factors, mere exposure to the name does build preference for
the brand (Olson & Thjomoe, 2001).
If consider an author as a brand, author awareness will have a positive impact
on choice likelihood along with the name which is been important in the context of
consumer choice. Prior studies on other cultural products provide support for the
notion that an individual’s name has a significant impact on perceived quality and
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popularity of a brand, that is “star power”. Presence of highly popular star has been
reported to increase movie choice intentions, revenues and performance (Levin et al.,
1997; Sochay, 1994; Litman & Kohl, 1989).
On the other hand, Litman (1983) using a sample of 155 films released between
1972 and 1979 found no significant relationship between star power and market
performance. Nevertheless, experiential and emotional value derived from movies is
created not only by mere actors, but by screenwriters, directors and many others who
participate in the process, so corresponding variety of outcome influence agents even
becomes an obstacle in film branding (O'Reilly & Kerrigan, 2011). To decide
whether a particular novel will fit emotional expectations, one may access other
types of, as well as process in different way, of information about the product than
in a movie choice situation, so abovementioned absence of impact shall not be
equally applied to novels.
The study by Levin et al. (1997) have already examined the context when author
is viewed as a brand, and results have shown higher choice intentions towards novels
by known (vs. unknown) authors. The effect was not significant in the condition
when authors were associated with unfamiliar genres, what can be explained as a
case of brand extension failure, because the reason why consumers prefer extensions
that belong to categories similar to the parent brand as far as brand images are easier
to automatically generalize to new extensions that are from similar product
categories (Boush & Loken, 1991). The present study partially replicates these
findings.
To summarize the above, when choosing a book, a consumer will perceive
uncertainty and risks regarding the choice so, to cope with them and make
predictions on outcomes, the consumer will engage in information-seeking behavior.
According to the definition of brand, authors are brands and, therefore, author’s
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awareness and author knowledge will have a positive impact on book choice
intentions. Author awareness often imply some degree of author (brand) knowledge,
that differs subjectively, and although the impact’s strength of this knowledge
dependent on information been stored and retrieved situationally, assuming books
written by the same author are often similar in terms of style and quality, together
with the common sense that famous authors are acknowledged by others, name of
the author will provide consumers with additional information about the book as well
as will reduce uncertainty regarding the choice.
The present study, however, focuses rather on author awareness, not considering
depth of author knowledge, since individuals may not necessarily possess an
extensive author (brand) knowledge and mere author awareness shall enhance choice
intentions, inasmuch as a book by a famous author is perceived to be a book of higher
quality, and associated with lower risks, so when choosing between two identical
books one may show higher preference for a book written by an established and
recognized author. The impact also shall be related to that though mere awareness is
not yet means author knowledge, because book choice is a comprehensive process
where a reader reviews various information pieces together, such information like
book description, genre etc. already provide some knowledge about the author, so
that name familiarity may serve as a sign that the author is good at the particular
genre and in providing experience that can be predicted based on the book
description. This effect will be especially stronger in the case of choosing a new
book, in the absence of prior experience and knowledge.
H1: Book choice intentions will be higher in new book by known
(awareness) author condition than in new book by unknown (no
awareness) author condition.
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3.2 Regulatory Focus
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997; 1998) distinguishes two main types of
regulatory orientations: a prevention focus, and a promotion focus. Regulatory focus
can be classified both as personality trait (Avnet & Higgins, 2006), and as an induced
psychological state (Friedman & Forster, 2001; Liberman et al., 1999; Idson et al.,
1999). Chronic and situational regulatory focus may co-exist, for example, a
chronically prevention-focused individual may be situationally promotion focused.
Both of them have an impact on consumer behavior, in particular, goals, approaches
and outcome evaluations.
A prevention focus emphasizes the “ought” self, that is focused on duties and
obligations, whereas a promotion focus emphasizes the “ideal” self, that is focused
on hopes and aspirations (Higgins, 1997). Prevention-focused consumers are more
sensitive to the absence or presence of negative outcomes, conservatively biased and
use avoidance as strategic means, whereas promotion focused consumers tend to be
more sensitive to the presence or absence of positive outcomes, risky biased and use
approach as strategic means (Higgins, 1997; Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Liberman et
al., 1999).
Regulatory focus has an impact on how information is proceeded (Yoon et al.
2012), which benefits from the product are likely to be given more weight and which
kind of information will be paid more attention. In particular, promotion-focused
individuals are likely to place relatively more weight on hedonic, performancerelated and attractive attributes, whereas prevention-focused individuals are more
likely to overweight utilitarian, reliability-related, and unattractive attributes
(Chernev, 2004). Also, promotion fit leads to focusing more on positive signals
regarding the option, whereas prevention focus put more weight to negative signals
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during information search (Pham & Higgins, 2005). Hence, a way how needs or
consumption goals satisfied are weighted against their costs, will differs depending
on regulatory fit. Evaluation of consumption outcomes also will be affected, so that
pleasure from success will be perceived more intensively and from pain failure less
intensively by promotion-focused individuals than by prevention-focused ones
(Idson et al., 2000).
Difference in how attributes are weighted also might be linked to the fact that
regulatory focus has a significant impact on uncertainty and risk perception, what is
related to how people perceive and react to gains and losses as well as to non-gains
and non-losses. Consumers are loss aversive, what means that in a choice situation
under both risk and uncertainty, losses are loomed larger than gains (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1984; Tversky & Kahneman, 1991; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; see also:
Kahneman & Tversky, 1974). Uncertainty reduces perceived intensity of losses
slightly less than in the case of gains (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), and in such
context regulatory focus serves as a moderator, so this difference is more pronounced
for prevention focus concerns than for promotion focus concerns (Halamish et al.,
2007).
A wrong choice of a book leads to waste of time, emotional resources, and, in
some situations, money, therefore, an absence of knowledge regarding the product,
including absence of brand awareness, shall be negatively perceived in both
prevention and promotion fits. Prevention-focused consumers aiming at minimizing
losses are more sensitive to risk and uncertainty than promotion-focused consumers
who aim at maximizing gains, that is pleasure from reading. In an uncertainty
situation promotion focus is positively and prevention focus is negatively related to
actual risky behavior (Hamstra et al., 2011). Prior studies support the notion that
prevention-focused individuals perceive new brands more negatively because they
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are riskier, whereas promotion-focused individuals have comparatively greater
preference for new brands (Love et al., 2010). Respectively, importance of author
awareness shall be stronger for prevention-focused consumers, since brand
awareness is related to perception of quality and provides an individual with more
certainty regarding the decision.
At the same time risk propensity is not defining characteristic of regulatory focus,
rather a consumption goal plays more significant role. For example, in gamble choice
promotion-focused consumers perceived value and probability to be important
(Higgins et al., 2003), what Herzenstein and colleagues (2007) have interpreted as
risk-aversion. On the other hand, prevention-focused consumers compared the
option with the highest probability with the probabilities of greater amounts in order
to avoid certain loss what imply a risk-seeking (Herzenstein et. al., 2007; Higgins et
al., 2003). This is due to that in a situation when risk-taking is helpful in achieving a
minimal goal, a prevention-focused individual may engage in risky behavior, and a
promotion-focused individual may avoid risk if it is harmful to achieving the
maximal goal.
In other words, for the same goal, promotion focus induces a representation of
the goal as a maximal goal, that is hoped to be achieved, whereas prevention focus
induces representation of it as a minimal goal, that must be achieved (Idson et al.,
2000; Brendl & Higgins, 1996). Promotion-oriented individuals are more sensitive
to an opportunity to maximize gains achieving a consumption goal, whereas
prevention-focused consumers aim at minimizing potential losses (Idson et al., 2000;
Liberman et al. 2005; Chernev, 2004). Author brand name awareness would be more
pronounced by prevention-focused individuals, as often been closely related to the
author’s popularity among readers or recognition by critics, thus serving as an
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indicator of quality defined by others, what may be considered as a mark that the
book is helpful in achieving a minimal goal.
For promotion-focused consumers, who are focused on rather achieving the best
result and who would prefer to risk but extract new value from consumption, reading
book written by new author might be even more attractive. Hirschman and Holbrook
(1982) describe hedonic consumption as a very subjective and based on the intrinsic
preferences, so not only the knowledge about the author is important, but how much
this author’s work will fit particular goals and preferences, what often but not
necessarily related to brand value.
Hedonic and experience product choice often implies variety-seeking so,
similarity in hedonic products created by the same author may lead to satiation of
experiential attributes (Sood & Dreze, 2006). When a consumer satiates on a product,
he/she would engage in variety-seeking behavior (McAlister 1982; Kahn, Rather
Kahneman &, 1997). Such effect has been found in the context of movie (Trivedi,
Bass & Rao, 1994; Sood & Dreze, 2006) and music consumption (Rather, Kahn &
Kahneman, 1999). Despite acquiring new objects brings more uncertainty into the
choice, in a situation when a new object constitutes an advancement, promotionfocused consumers are more willing to exchange an object they possess to a new one
(Liberman et al., 1999). That is, promotion-focused consumers would be more open
to a new experience that may be provided by unknown authors than preventionfocused consumers.
H2: Promotion-focused consumers will be more likely to choose new
book by unknown author than prevention-focused consumers. Similar
but lower effect will be observed in new book by known author
condition.
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3.2 Information about Author
An importance of knowledge in memory and prior experience about brand in
the process of consumer decision-making has been supported by prior studies (Alba
et al., 1991; Bettman & Park, 1980; Russo & Johnson, 1980). The way how the
information has been acquired is important as well, for example, if brand-attitude
information has been learned under directed learning it would lead to predominantly
brand-based retrieval and higher recall, whereas incidentally acquired information
would lead to higher levels of attribute-based retrieval (Biehal & Chakravarti, 1982).
Moreover, when information about a brand has been acquired through non-directed
learning, such brand would be less likely to be chosen in comparison to a situation
when the information is externally available or has been acquired through directed
learning (Biehal & Chakravarti, 1983). Author awareness, overall, is one of types of
internal information a consumer refers when choosing a book.
However, information in the book choice context include not only internal
information such as author awareness and author experience, but also external
information like reviews, descriptions and comments about new book. When making
a consumption decision, consumer would infer on both internal and external types
of information, given that both these types have been reported as reducing perceived
risk (Moorthy et al., 1997) thus increasing choice intention for new book. As far as
perceived risk is higher in no-awareness condition, the effect shall be higher in noawareness condition respectively. Besides, depending on the context, external
information shall have an impact in the author awareness condition.
Prior studies report on the impact of external information in the context of
hedonic products choice (Neelamegham & Jain, 1999; Clement et al. 2007; Gemser
et al., 2008; Henning-Thurau et. al, 2007). Information sources such as ads, critics
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reviews in general were described as influential in terms of consumer choice
(Neelamegham & Jain, 1999). Especially higher effect has been recorded for
experiential type of information. Abovementioned information about new book is
not necessarily should be positive, disagreement between critics and presence of
extreme judgements even if they are negative, may contribute to the success of the
book (Clement et al., 2007). A positive effect from extreme judgements and low
effect of their negativity may be explained in terms of risk salience. Furthermore,
although an availability of external information does not have impact on choice
likelihood for brands that were previously chosen, in situations when a brand has
been rejected before, choice likelihood will be lower than it would be in the presence
of external information (Biehal & Chakravarti, 1983).
To sum up the above, a presence of external information shall have a positive
impact on choice intention for a new book and this impact will be stronger for books
by unknown authors. In the absence of prior information about a book as well as
about the author a consumer would infer from external information. Such external
information might be about the book itself as well as about the author, so, an author
description may serve as a source of external information that impacts consumer
decision. Considering higher uncertainty regarding new brands, the impact shall be
higher in no author awareness condition thus, for an unknown author. At the same
time, human beings are able to process restricted amount of information at once,
selecting decision-related pieces (Yoon et al., 2012; Frey 1986), so unless amount of
information available induces selective information processing (Kardes et al., 2004),
the presence of external information shall decrease the effect of author awareness
and, been delivering similar value, comparatively satiate in known author condition.
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H3: New book by unknown author will be more likely to be chosen
in the presence of information about the author (vs. absence).
Similar but lower effect will be observed in new book by known
author condition.
Information about a new book or about an author may differs in its meaning and,
consequently, in its effect. Author description may include achievements and awards,
personal description and information about writing style. Each type delivers different
information, thus the reason behind its impact on consumer choice differs as well.
Most common sets of information about the author that can be found on many
book platforms and descriptions, include biographical and personal information.
Considering an author as a brand, an introduction about the author’s personality and
life may be viewed through the prism of brand humanization (though since the author
is perceived to be human initially, the effect will be different from non-human
brands). That is the creator of the book is perceived to be not simply a name but
living human, same as a consumer him/herself. In addition to that, prior studies
report about significant impact of brand personality and brand image on consumer
choice. Personality characteristics may impact initial attraction (Klohnen & Luo,
2003) and as far as fit between the product personality and consumer’s personality
may increase preference (Govers & Schoormans, 2005), consequently, personal
information about the author may lead to an increase of attachment towards author’s
(brand) personality thus having a positive impact on choice intention. For both
known and new authors this may be considered as contribution to the knowledge
about brand personality, and this knowledge contribution will be higher for unknown
authors. And, a well-established brand personality is reported to result in higher
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emotional ties, loyalty and trust and increased preference towards the brand
(Plummer, 1985).
H3a: New book by unknown author will be more likely to be chosen in
the presence of personal and biographical information about the
author (vs. no author information). Similar but lower effect will be
observed in new book by known author condition.
As it has been discussed above, benefits been sought from hedonic consumption
are emotional and experiential and aim at maximizing pleasure (see: Hirschman &
Holbrook, 1982). However, high variability in book choice increases uncertainty, so
to reduce uncertainty, a consumer may need information regarding on whether a
particular novel may fit hedonic expectation. Thus, information about which kind of
hedonic and emotional experience can be derived from reading the book shall have
a positive impact on choice intentions. When making a decision regarding hedonic
products, descriptions, critics and readers’ reviews, genres etc. can serve as such
source of information. For example, genre that usually let a consumer know which
kind of experience can be expected, has been reported as one of the most influential
factors in movie choice (Austin & Gordon, 1987).
Information about author’s writing style may provide a consumer with a better
understanding of product quality in terms of both whether it fits common standards
and personal preferences as well as situational consumption goals. Such impact will
be lower for the known author condition, because along with the main impact of
author awareness, people often possess some knowledge about which kind of
experience is associated with particular author.
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H3b: New book by unknown author will be more likely to be chosen
in the presence of information about author’s writing style (hedonic
and experiential) (vs. no author information). Similar but lower
effect will be observed in new book by known author condition.
Another factor that has an impact on a consumer’s choice of a book, is award
information, that often indicates subjective quality of the product or objective skills
of the creator and adds value to consumption. Prior studies report an influence of
award information in the context of hedonic product choice, and such impact differs
depending on source credibility and award salience (Gemser et al., 2008; HenningThurau et al., 2007). For example, effect of awards where jury was composed
primarily of end consumers and peers was more positive for mainstream films, or
where jury included mostly experts has more positive for independent films, and this
difference can be explained in terms of differences in source credibility and award
salience (Gemser et al., 2008). In book choice context author award may serve as
indicator of quality, thus reducing choice uncertainty. According to this logic,
awards granted by experts shall have higher impact for books by new authors,
whereas awards granted by peers shall have higher impact for books by famous
authors, unless this is an author of bestseller, where the number of copies sold may
serve as an indicator of acknowledgement from peers.
Reading a book that has received a prestigious award may be perceived as more
valuable. Meaning that is associated with a hedonic event impacts pleasure a
consumer feel (Bloom, 2010) and presenting information before consuming an
experiential product results in more favorable evaluation (Wilcox et al., 2011;
Makens, 1965; Duerksen, 1972). In the case of unknown authors, the effect will be
stronger, because there is no prior information available (retrieval of brand
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information for known author) in a high uncertainty context, whereas in the case of
known authors consumers may expect well-recognized authors to be awarded.
H3c. New book by unknown authors will be more likely to be chosen
in the presence of information about awards received by the author
(vs. no author information). The effect will be lower in new book by
known author condition.
Three empirical studies were conducted for testing proposed hypotheses.

FIGURE 1. THE RESEARCH MODEL
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IV.

Data Collection and Analysis

PRETEST
To choose authors for author awareness condition a pretest has been conducted.
Using Amazon book rankings, reviews by critics and lists of famous authors by
journals and publishers, as well as list of literature prize nominees (Nobel Prize,
Booker Prize) 50 authors from the US and other countries were chosen. Participants
recruited through Amazon MTurk (n=100, sample consisted of the US respondents)
were asked to indicate contemporary authors that come to their mind and choose all
authors they are aware of among proposed 50, besides participants had to write all
authors that come to their mind when they are looking for a book to read. Based on
the results, Stephen King, John Grisham, James Patterson, Judy Blume were chosen
as representing the US writers, and J. K. Rowling, George R. R. Martin, Margaret
Atwood, Haruki Murakami were chosen out of foreign authors.

STUDY 1
Study 1 aims at providing empirical evidences for the impact of author’s name
awareness on the choice of new books, that is to verify hypothesis H1.

Subjects and Design
Participants were recruited through Amazon MTurk (US respondents) and
randomly assigned to one of two (known vs. unknown) experiential conditions.
Study approach has been adopted from the study on authors’ brand equity by Levin,
Levin & Heath (1997). After been invited to a study on consumer choice, participants
were asked to imagine a situation when they are choosing a book, then read
descriptions and answer the questions. In the author name awareness (known)
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condition, participants were presented with four novels each said to be written by
famous authors: Judy Blume, John Grisham, James Patterson, Stephen King. No
author awareness condition (unknown) included 4 fictional author names: Kelsea
Woodard, Joseph Rennie, Rowan Stuart, Garry Bonner, presented novels were said
to be written by new authors. Description sets were same for both conditions, except
for authors’ names. No other information besides: 1) author, 2) title, 3) description,
4) book cover, 5) genre have been provided. Information about books, including
titles, descriptions, genres etc. was fictional to make participants perceive the book
as a new one. Real descriptions from other books by other authors were used.
Dependent variables were adapted from (Levin, Levin & Heath, 1997), so that
participants were asked to indicate on how much they think they would like the book,
how much they would like to read the book and how much they would like to buy
the book. Dependent variables were measured on 7-point Likert scale separately for
each author and then combined into one.
Manipulation Checks
After completing the survey, respondents were asked to check all authors they
know and check all authors whose books they have read among the proposed four.
Additionally, respondents had to rate how much they are familiar with each author
on 7-point Likert scale. Time that a participant has spent completing the survey as
well as time per book has been recorded.
Most of participants have checked known authors as known and unknown
authors as unknown, as well as indicated higher level of familiarity in known
condition (Mknown = 5.03, SD = .84), than in unknown condition (Munknown = 1.08, SD
= .27) what confirms successful manipulation of author awareness t (91) = 28.75, p
< .001.
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Analysis and Results
Responses by unmotivated participants have negative impact on the quality of
data and, in some cases, this effect is even stronger for online task platforms such as
MTurk (Fleischer et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016). Among techniques that can be
applied to cope with insufficient effort responses are response time and psychometric
antonyms (Huang et al., 2012; Meade & Craig, 2012). Accordingly, responses where
participants have spent less than 100 seconds for completing the survey, less than 10
seconds for reading and answering questions per author, responses where there was
high inconsistency in results regarding author awareness (when a respondent marked
author as unknown but indicated highest degree of familiarity or have chosen all four
fictional authors as been read before etc.) were excluded from the sample. The final
sample for the analysis has included 93 responses.
Dependent variables were highly correlated for each author (αauthor1 = .91, αauthor2
= .91, αauthor3 = .92, αauthor4 = .96). All items combined also have shown high degree
of correlation (α= .86) 2.
Responses per author where the author has not been checked as known in no
author awareness condition and where the author has been checked as unknown in
author awareness condition have been encoded as missing values. Three or four
authors been checked / not checked leaded to exclusion from the sample due to high
number of missing values. After that, missing values were imputed by means from
same observation and dependent variables were combined into one.
One-way ANOVA have revealed significant main effect of author awareness
(F(1, 93) = 6.77, p = .011; see Table 2). Choice intentions for books by known

2

Lower level of correlation between all items combined can be explained by the difference
in book descriptions and personal author preferences.
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authors were significantly higher (M = 4.80, SD = .95), than for new authors (M =
4.24, SD = 1.14; see Table 1), thus providing support for the H1.
TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 1:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE DEPENDENT MEASURES
AUTHOR AWARENESS
n

Mean

SD

Choice of known author’s book

53

4.80

.95

Choice of unknown author’s book

40

4.24

1.14

TABLE 2. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 1:
IMPACT OF AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

7.26

7.26

6.77

.011

Discussion
As expected, Study 1 have provided support for the H1. The results of Study 1
have revealed that consumers are more likely to choose books by known authors than
books by unknown authors therefore confirming that author awareness does have an
impact on book choice intention. Though books by famous authors often receive
more marketing support as well as more attention from involved agents, the mere
exposure to the name does increase choice intention, so an author shall be considered
as a brand, and author awareness as having positive impact on book choice.
Next studies are extending these findings aiming at examining the impact of
factors that are expected to increase choice intentions for books by new authors.

STUDY 2
Study 2 examines the effect of regulatory focus and author awareness on book
choice, thus aiming at verifying hypotheses H1 and Hs.
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Subject and Design
Keller & Bless (2005) reviewed approaches according to which situational
regulatory focus can be induced through “(1) emphasizing negative/positive
outcomes (Roney et al., 1995; Shah et al., 1998), (2) emphasizing nurturance needs
(Friedman & Forster, 2001), (3) priming standards (oughts vs. ideals) through which
individuals aim at bringing themselves into alignment (Freitas et al. 2002; Higgins
et al., 1986), (4) activating approach or avoidance motor actions (Forster et al. 1998;
Friedman & Forster, 2000)”. In the present study the third approach has been applied,
and the regulatory focus manipulation followed the procedure used in prior studies
(Halamish et al., 2008; Idson et al., 2000; Liberman et al., 1999).
Participants were recruited through Amazon MTurk (sample consisted of the US
respondents) and randomly assigned to one of 2 (author awareness: known vs.
unknown) x 2 (regulatory focus: promotion vs. prevention) experiential conditions.
Consistently with the referred procedure, participants in the promotion-focus
condition were asked to describe their hopes and goals and how they differed from
their hopes and as they were growing up, whereas participants in the preventionfocus condition were asked to describe their duties and obligations and how they
differed from their duties and duties as they were growing up. After completing
regulatory focus manipulation task participants were invited to a study on book
choice. The study followed design of Study 1, so participants were asked to rate each
of 4 books on how much they would like the book, how much they would like to
read and how much they would like to buy the book. Another set of authors has been
used and included 4 foreign authors: George R. R. Martin, Margaret Atwood, Haruki
Murakami and J. K. Rowling for author awareness (known) condition and 4 fictional
authors: Iain R. R. Walker, Abigale Hodson, Akira Katayama and S.W. Ashley for
no author awareness (unknown) condition.
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Manipulation Checks
Manipulations checks were performed in the same way as in Study 1 and
ANOVA results revealed higher author familiarity for known author condition
(Mknown = 4.14, SD = .97), and low familiarity for unknown author condition
(Munknown = 1.16, SD = .65) what confirmed successful manipulation of author
awareness (F(1, 137) = 431,73, p < .001). Author familiarity have not differed across
promotion and prevention focus conditions (Mpromotion = 2.65, SD = 1.64; Mprevention =
2.85, SD = 1.78; F(1, 137) = 1.50, p = .224). There was no significant interaction
effect (F(1, 137) = .111, p = .739).
Results
Insufficient effort responses and missing variables were treated employing the
same procedure as in Study 1, so 137 responses have been used for the final analysis.
All items in the dependent variables scale have shown high correlation in each author
case (αauthor1 = .91, αauthor2 = .94, αauthor3 = .93, αauthor4 = .92) and altogether (α = .82).
To test the hypothesis a 2 (author awareness: known vs. unknown) x 2
(regulatory focus: promotion vs. prevention) ANOVA has been performed.
Consistent with expectations, there was a significant main effect of regulatory focus
(F(1, 137) = 5.51, p = .020) on choice intentions, and significant main effect of author
awareness (F(1, 137) = 10.12, p = .002). Interaction between author awareness and
regulatory focus (F(1, 137) = 4.34, p = .039; see Table 4) was significant.
Consistently with H2, participants have shown higher preference in promotion
focus condition (M = 4.45, SD = .96) than in prevention focus condition (M = 3.77,
SD = .93) when choosing books by unknown authors. The difference was lower in
known author condition, still, promotion focused participants (M = 4.63, SD = .82)
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have shown slightly higher preference than prevention focused participants (M =
4.58, SD = .91; see Table 3).
TABLE 3. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 2:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE DEPENDENT MEASURES
REGULATORY FOCUS
PROMOTION

PREVENTION

TOTAL

Dependent measure

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

Choice of known

37

4.63

.83

36

4.58

.91

73

4.60

.86

33

4.45

.96

31

3.77

.93

64

4.12

1.00

author’s book
Choice of unknown
author’s book
TABLE 4. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 2:
IMPACT OF REGULATORY FOCUS AND AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

8.33

8.33

10.12

.002

Regulatory focus

1

4.53

4.53

5.51

.020

Author awareness *

1

3.57

3.57

4.34

.039

Regulatory focus
FIGURE 2. THE EFFECT OF REGULATORY FOCUS ON BOOK
CHOICE AS A FUNCTION OF AUTHOR AWARENESS
UNKNOWN

KNOWN

7

BOOK CHOICE

6
5
4
3
2
1
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Discussion
Taken together, the results provided full support for the H2. Promotion-focused
participants have shown higher choice intentions for both unknown and known
author conditions. The impact of promotional focus was significantly higher for new
books by unknown authors than for new books by known authors. Preventionfocused participants were least likely to choose books by unknown authors, but were
more likely to choose books by known authors. Overall, the impact of regulatory
focus was stronger in unknown author condition, what is consistent with the
proposed hypothesis. Additionally, Study 2 have replicated findings from Study 1,
providing support for the notion that author awareness has a positive impact on
choice intentions. Therefore, it can be concluded that promotional focus has a
positive impact on new book choice intentions and this impact is stronger when it
comes to the choice of new books by new authors.

STUDY 3
Study 3 examines the effect of information about author overall and for three
different types respectively, as well as the impact of author awareness on book
choice, thus verifying hypotheses H3, H3a, H3b, H3c. and providing support for H1.
Subject and Design
Study 3 has been performed with the design similar to the Study 1 and Study 2,
but this time the set included two foreign and two US authors. Participants recruited
from MTurk (US) were randomly assigned to one of 2 (author awareness: known vs.
unknown) x 4 (information about author: no information vs. personal information vs.
style information vs. awards information) experiential conditions. In the known
author condition participants were asked to indicate preferences towards books by 4
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famous authors: John Grisham, Margaret Atwood, Stephen King, J. K. Rowling. In
unknown author condition famous authors were replaced by Rowan Stuart, Abigale
Hodson, Garry Bonner and S.W. Ashley. Information about authors has been
retrieved from open sources.
Manipulation Checks
Manipulations checks were performed in the same way as in previous
experiment. Author familiarity was significantly higher in known author (Mknown =
4.95, SD = .94) condition than in unknown (Munknown = 1.26, SD = .72), and choice
of known/unknown authors in both conditions (F(1, 301) = 1454.56, p < .001) have
confirmed successful manipulation. Author familiarity has not significantly differed
across four information conditions (Mnoinfo = 3.09, SD = 2.02; Mperson = 2.98, SD =
2.03; Mstyle = 3.19, SD = 2.07; Mawards = 3.25, SD = 2.02; F(1, 301) = 1.09, p = .36).
Interaction was not significant (F(1, 301) = .18, p = .91).
Analysis and Results: H3
Following the method used in Study 1 and Study 2, insufficient effort responses
were excluded, responses were recoded, and missing variables were imputed, 302
responses have been used for the final analysis. All items in the dependent variables
scale were highly correlated for each author respectively (αauthor1 = .90, αauthor2 = .93,
αauthor3 = .95, αauthor4 = .92) and combined altogether (α = .82).
To test the hypothesis a 2 (author awareness: known vs. unknown) x 4
(information about author: no information vs. personal information vs. style
information vs. awards information) ANOVA analysis has been performed. Results
have shown a significant main effect of author awareness (F(1, 301) = 30.08, p < .001)
as well as significant main effect of information (F(1, 301) = 3.60, p = .014). There
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was a significant interaction between author awareness and information (F(1, 301) =
2.67, p = .048; see Table 6).
TABLE 5. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 3:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE DEPENDENT MEASURES
EXTERNAL INFORMATION ABOUT AUTHOR

Dependent

NO

PERSONAL

STYLE

AWARDS

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

n

measure
Choice of

Mean

n

(SD)
38

known

Mean

n

(SD)

4.56

37

(.89)

Mean

n

Mean

(SD)

5.02

42

(.91)

5.00

TOTAL

n

Mean

(SD)
35

4.58

(.84)

(SD)
152

4.80

(1.03)

(.94)

author’s
book
Choice of

35

unknown

3.81

40

(1.08)

4.03

39

(1.12)

4.38

35

4.47

(1.10)

149

(.79)

4.17
(1.06)

author’s
book

TABLE 6: OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 3: IMPACT OF INFORMATION
ABOUT AUTHOR AND AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

28.80

28.80

30.08

.000

Information about

1

10.33

3.45

3.60

.014

1

7.67

2.56

2.67

.048

author
Author awareness *
Information about
author

Consistently with H3, participants have shown higher preference in each of
information presence condition (Mperson = 4.03, SD = 1.12; Mstyle = 4.38, SD = 1.10;
Mawards = 4.47, SD = .79) than in no author information condition (Mnoinfo = 3.81, SD
= 1.07) when choosing books by unknown authors. In the known author condition
choice intentions were higher when any type of external information has been
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presented (Mperson = 5.02, SD = .91; Mstyle = 5.01, SD = .84; Mawards = 4.58, SD = 1.03)
than when there was no information (Mnoinfo = 4.56, SD = .89; see Table 5). Thus, the
H3 have been supported.
Discussion
Based on the above results, it can be concluded that external information about
author such as personal, style and awards descriptions have a positive impact in both
unknown and known author’s book choice conditions. The effect is stronger in
unknown condition due to lack of prior knowledge about the author, whereas in
known condition internal information, that is prior knowledge about author, is
considered together in a decision-making context. Further analysis has been
conducted to examine an impact of each type of information accordingly.
Manipulation Checks: H3a
All items in the dependent variables scale were highly correlated for each author
respectively (αauthor1 = 90, αauthor2 = .94, αauthor3 = .95, αauthor4 = .91) and altogether (α
= .84). ANOVA revealed that author familiarity was significantly higher in known
author (Mknown = 4.90, SD = .91) condition than in unknown (Munknown = 1.16, SD
= .57), and choice of known/unknown authors for both conditions (F(1, 150) =
899.25, p < .001) have confirmed successful author awareness manipulation. Author
familiarity has not significantly differed across information conditions (Mnoinfo = 3.09,
SD = 2.02; Mperson = 2.98, SD = 2.02; F(1, 150) = .09, p = .76). Interaction was not
significant (F(1, 150) < .001, p = .997).
Analysis and Results: H3a
Personal information about author had significant effect on choice intentions. 2
(author awareness: known vs. unknown) x 2 (external information: no information
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vs. personal information) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of author
awareness (F(1, 150) = 28.17, p < .001) as well as significant main effect of personal
information about the author (F(1, 150) = 4.33, p = .04). Interaction between author
awareness and personal information was not significant (F(1, 150) = .54, p = .46; see
Table 7).
TABLE 7: OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 3: IMPACT OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION ABOUT AUTHOR AND AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

28.56

28.56

28.17

.000

Personal

1

4.39

4.39

4.33

.039

1

.546

.546

.538

.464

information about
author
Author awareness *
Personal
information about
author

FIGURE 3. THE EFFECT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION ON BOOK CHOICE
AS A FUNCTION OF AUTHOR AWARENESS
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Participants expressed higher preference towards books by unknown authors
when personal information (Mperson = 4.03 SD = 1.12) was presented, than when there
was no information (Mnoinfo = 3.81, SD = 1.07). Higher preference in personal
information condition (Mperson = 5.02, SD = .91) than in no information condition
(Mnoinfo = 4.56, SD = .89; see Table 5). has been expressed when making a choice on
books by known authors. Therefore, the impact of personal information was higher
for known author condition.
Discussion: H3a
Higher impact of personal information in known author condition can be
explained from the point of that descriptions about author’s personality and past may
introduce an author as an ordinary person, similar to readers. Such personal
information about a famous writer may boost perception of similarity, that on its turn,
will enhance attraction (Montoya et al., 2008) what will form attachment (Byrne &
Griffitt, 1969) and decrease social distance towards the author. From this point, due
to larger social distance, the effect of external information about the author shall be
stronger for famous authors, than for unknown ones.
Manipulations Checks: H3b
All items in the dependent variables scale were highly correlated for each author
respectively (αauthor1 = 90, αauthor2 = .94, αauthor3 = .95, αauthor4 = .93) and altogether (α
= .81). Author familiarity was significantly higher in known author (Mknown = 4.93,
SD = .95) condition than in unknown (Munknown = 1.22, SD = .65), and choice of
known/unknown authors for both conditions (F(1, 155) = 787.21, p < .001) have
confirmed manipulation. Author familiarity has not significantly differed across
information conditions (Mnoinfo = 3.07, SD = 2.01; Mstyle = 3.19, SD = 2.07; F(1, 155)
= .551, p = .46). Interaction was not significant (F(1, 155) < .001, p = .99).
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Analysis and Results: H3b
2 (author awareness: known vs. unknown) x 2 (external information: no
information vs. writing style information) ANOVA have confirmed a significant
main effect of author awareness (F(1, 155) = 18.58, p < .001) as well as a significant
main effect of author’s writing style information (F(1, 155) = 9.96, p = .002). The
interaction between author awareness and information was not significant (F(1, 155)
= .103, p = .75; see Table 8).
TABLE 8: OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 3: IMPACT OF STYLE INFORMATION
ABOUT AUTHOR AND AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

17.87

17.87

18.58

.000

Style information

1

9.53

9.53

9.96

.002

1

.098

.098

.103

.749

about author
Author awareness *
Style information
about author

FIGURE 4. THE EFFECT OF STYLE INFORMATION ON BOOK CHOICE
AS A FUNCTION OF AUTHOR AWARENESS
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Participants in the unknown authors condition expressed higher preference
towards new books when they were provided with information about author’s style
(Mstyle = 4.38, SD = 1.10) than when there was no information (Mnoinfo = 3.83, SD =
1.07) about the author. Style information (Mstyle = 5.00, SD = .84) relatively to the
no information (Mnoinfo = 4.56, SD = .89; see Table 5) condition have increased
preferences for known authors’ books as well.
Discussion: H3b
High effect of style information for both known and unknown authors conditions
can be explained with respect to author knowledge possessed. When it comes to
making a choice of a new book by an unknown author, a consumer usually has no
author knowledge and possesses no prior information regarding potential choice
outcomes, that is an experiential and emotional value which can be derived from
reading the particular book. Information about an unknown author’s style that helps
a reader to make predictions and decreases uncertainty regarding the choice, has a
positive impact on book choice intentions. Similar situation, however, may occur in
known author condition, since author awareness and author knowledge are not the
same, so if a consumer is aware of author, he/she may not necessarily have
knowledge about author’s style. For this reason, information about author’s style
increases new book choice intentions for both known and unknown authors
conditions.
Manipulations Checks: H3c
All items in the dependent variables scale were highly correlated for each author
respectively (αauthor1 = .92, αauthor2 = .93, αauthor3 = .95, αauthor4 = .92) and altogether (α
= .79). Author familiarity was significantly higher in known author (Mknown = 4.95,
SD = .89) condition than in unknown (Munknown = 1.30, SD = .78), and choice of
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known/unknown authors for both conditions (F(1, 143) = 682.26, p < .001) revealed
successful manipulation. Across two information conditions author familiarity has
not differed significantly (Mno information = 3.09, SD = 2.02; Mawards = 3.25, SD = 2.02;
F(1, 143) = 2.81, p = .096). Interaction was not significant F(1, 143) =.389, p = .534).
Analysis and Results: H3c
2 (author awareness: known vs. unknown) x 2 (external information: no
information vs. awards information) ANOVA have shown significant main effect of
information about awards received by author (F(1, 143) = 4.56, p = .034) as well as
significant main effect of author awareness (F(1, 143) = 7.20, p = .008). There was
significant interaction between awards information and author awareness (F(1, 143)
= 4.13, p = .044; see Table 9).
Participants have expressed higher choice intention for a new book by a new
author when there was information about the author ‘s awards (Mawards = 4.47, SD
= .79) than there was no information (Mnoinfo = 3.81, SD = 1.08). In the known author
condition awards information (Mawards = 4.58, SD = 1.03) slightly increased choice
intention in comparison to when there was no information (Mnoinfo = 4.56, SD = .89;
see Table 5).
TABLE 9: OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF STUDY 3: IMPACT OF AWARDS
INFORMATION ABOUT AUTHOR AND AUTHOR AWARENESS ON BOOK CHOICE
Effect

df

SS

MS

F

p

Author awareness

1

6.55

6.55

7.20

.008

Awards information

1

4.15

4.15

4.56

.034

1

3.76

3.76

4.13

.044

about author
Author awareness *
Style information
about author
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FIGURE 5. THE EFFECT OF AWARDS INFORMATION ON BOOK CHOICE AS A FUNCTION
OF AUTHOR AWARENESS
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Discussion: H3c
As expected, when been exposed to information about author’s awards,
participants have expressed higher book choice intentions. Thus, the study results
have confirmed positive impact of awards information on choice intentions and
replicated findings on the effect of author awareness. The effect was stronger in
unknown author condition in comparison to the known author condition, what is
consistent with the hypothesis. This, again, can be explained from the point that
awards are meant to be a proof of recognitions by others, so when it comes to hedonic
products, awards by peers are more impactful for products by well-known creators,
since overall popularity of the author may itself serve as a quality reference.
Discussion: H, H3a, H3b, H3c
Consistent with expectations, the results have shown a significant support to the
notion that external information about the author has a positive impact on book
choice intention. Overall, among three types, style and award information have
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shown significantly higher effect for unknown author condition. Style and personal
information have shown higher increase of choice intentions in known author
conditions. In known author conditions among three types of external information
awards information was the least effective, whereas in unknown author condition it
was personal information about the author that had the smallest effect. Participants
in no information condition have expressed lowest choice intentions for proposed
book samples for both known and unknown authors. Based on the above findings,
awards and style information about author can be used when promoting books by
new authors, whereas personal and style information when promoting books by
known authors. The present study also has replicated findings from Study 1 and
Study 2, thus providing additional support for H1.
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V. Conclusion and Limitations
Consumer choice always has been a complicated and comprehensive process
that includes a variety of factors which have an impact on the process itself and on
decision outcomes. Things become even more complicated when it comes to hedonic
products, due to their subjective and pleasure-seeking dimensions. Despite more than
thirty years have passed since the study by Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) have
reviewed hedonic consumption, one of subjects that still lack of attention in
marketing research is the choice of literature products.
A study by Levin et al. (1997) has reported on that author’s name can be
considered as brand, and if a consumer knows the author already, it would impact
likelihood of choosing the book. The present study extended these findings and
identified factors that can increase choice intention for books by unknown authors.
Study 1 have provided support for the notion that author awareness has a positive
impact on book choice intentions. Study 2 demonstrated that book choice is impacted
by promotion and prevention self-regulation systems, so that promotion-focused (vs.
prevention-focused) individuals have shown higher preference towards new books
and this effect is stronger when those books are by new authors, Study 3 focused on
the role of information about the author that often can be found within a book
introduction. Among three types of externally provided information about the author,
style and award information sets significantly increased choice intentions for new
books by new authors, whereas personal and style information sets have increased
choice intentions for known authors. Lower effect was observed when participants
were provided with personal information in unknown authors condition as well as
with awards information in known author conditions.
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Consumers’ motivations and hedonic goals, prior author knowledge etc. serves
as explanation for the abovementioned effects. Positive impact of author awareness
on choice likelihood is much determined not only by benchmark role of the name,
but also by internal information a consumer possesses about the author, what allows
to cope with uncertainty and perceived risk, leading to higher choice intentions.
External information about author has a similar impact, which depends on the type
of information. Three types of external information examined in the present study,
differed in their impact across two author awareness conditions, perhaps due to the
level of knowledge about the author that consumers have possessed. Personal
information was proposed to enhance a perception of author as an individual,
decrease social distance and form attachment. Style information was supposed to
provide a consumer with some degree of understanding which kind of hedonic
experience might be derived from reading a book by a particular author, whereas
awards information was anticipated to serve as a quality reference. Regulatory focus
in book choice was expected to impact not only a choice likelihood by itself, but also
on how information about a book and an author is proceeded and weighted, so based
on these results, consumers decide on how much they would like to end up with a
particular book. Three experiments have provided support for proposed hypotheses,
but still, further exploration on underlying patterns and on other information types
would be worthwhile for additional research.
As far as book choice is a comprehensive and complicated process, to understand
book choice patterns deeply, more researches on the topic shall be conducted, since
due to existence of variety of factors that impact choice of new books, the present
study may relatively lack of external validity. The present study has examined impact
of author awareness using set of known and unknown authors separately, but on
practice consumers are often have freedom to choose a book out of a range that
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includes known and unknown authors. Also, not only the author's name but also
WOM, critics reviews, attention received in the media and other factors may have a
significant impact on the choice of new books and what is more important is that
such effects may have an interactive nature. Levin et al. (1997) mentioned impact of
genre that was related to the author choice, so for example, if a consumer is merely
aware of author having no knowledge, an absence of genre indicated potentially may
negatively affect choice intentions etc. Therefore, not only the impact of author
awareness and factors related to it by themselves shall be paid attention but the way
how abovementioned factors may interact with other ones. Besides, the impact of
the author awareness has been investigated with the set of contemporary authors and
only with participants from the US. Such impact of author awareness may differ in
other cultural dimensions, since books are rather cultural products, so decisionmaking process and attributes to which consumers pay more attention shall vary as
well.
The present study has examined the impact of author name awareness, but author
knowledge or author (brand) equity might be far more influential in a book choice
context. Future studies may be conducted on an impact of author as a brand with
regard to other brand-related concepts and how this impact and applicable marketing
strategies may differ from other cultural or utilitarian products. Author awareness
and author knowledge may have a negative impact on situation when books of an
author do not fit to preferences of an individual and, if consider a definition of quality
dependent on personal preferences and needs, a book might be classified as a “low
quality”, even been perceived as “high quality” by majority of readers. Or, a
consumer may choose books of a particular author due to high loyalty towards the
author etc., but author loyalty does not seem to arise in a same way as for other
products, so that mere loyalty may not necessarily serve as a reason to choose one
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author over another. In addition, it might be interesting to conduct studies on other
factors that are typically not associated with book consumption. For example,
concepts of luxury or social value of a brand may not be applicable to novel
consumption in the same way as in the context of other products, but it does not
mean that such concept is not applicable at all (for example, reading books by some
authors might be considered as prestigious etc.).
A main motivation for the present study to examine regulatory focus, internal
information such as author awareness and external information, was that all of them
may have important managerial implications. Relatively to other hedonic and
utilitarian products new books published often are not supported with large-scaled
marketing campaigns, still, to promote books, one shall have understanding of
underlying choice processes and its consequences. To some extent, books about
which a consumer never heard before, shall remain as new to the consumer, what
will increase perceived uncertainty. For this reason, novel and author descriptions
may serve as an important marketing mean even years after the book has been
published. When presenting a book either offline or online, a publisher may provide
a reader with an established set of information, so it is a freedom and a responsibility
of a publisher to choose appropriate information and, putting accents on some pieces
intentionally, as well as a manner how put them, may positively or negatively
influence consumer choice.
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VII. Appendix
A.

Fig. 1. The choice sets for Study 1
Author: Judy Blume
Book Title: Somewhere
Genre: Contemporary, realistic fiction
In an unnamed city, middle sister stands out for the
wrong reasons. She reads while walking, for one.
And she has been taking French night classes
downtown. So when a local paramilitary known as
the milkman begins pursuing her, she suddenly
becomes “interesting,” the last thing she ever wanted
to be. Despite middle sister’s attempts to avoid
him―and to keep her mother from finding out about
her maybe-boyfriend―rumors spread and the threat
of violence lingers.

STUDY 1 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 1

Author: Kelsea Woodard
Book Title: Somewhere
Genre: Contemporary, realistic fiction
In an unnamed city, middle sister stands out for the
wrong reasons. She reads while walking, for one.
And she has been taking French night classes
downtown. So when a local paramilitary known as
the milkman begins pursuing her, she suddenly
becomes “interesting,” the last thing she ever wanted
to be. Despite middle sister’s attempts to avoid
him―and to keep her mother from finding out about
her maybe-boyfriend―rumors spread and the threat
of violence lingers.

STUDY 1 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 1
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Author: James Patterson
Book Title: Blackout
Genre: Thriller, magical realism
After years of searching, Nora has finally tracked
down the woman who destroyed her life. She rents
the house next door under an assumed identity, but
before she can put her plan for retribution into
motion, the woman's mysterious young lodger goes
missing. As evidence of foul play mounts, a web of
lies begins to unravel, and a shocked community is
ripped apart. When the trail to the abductor leads to
where no one imagined, Nora discovers that
everyone is harboring secrets, and no one can be
trusted.

STUDY 1 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 2
Author: Joseph Rennie
Book Title: Blackout
Genre: Thriller, magical realism
After years of searching, Nora has finally tracked
down the woman who destroyed her life. She rents
the house next door under an assumed identity, but
before she can put her plan for retribution into
motion, the woman's mysterious young lodger goes
missing. As evidence of foul play mounts, a web of
lies begins to unravel, and a shocked community is
ripped apart. When the trail to the abductor leads to
where no one imagined, Nora discovers that
everyone is harboring secrets, and no one can be
trusted.

STUDY 1 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 2
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Author: John Grisham
Book Title: Whirlpool
Genre: Detective, mystery
A peaceful town, where crime is something that just
doesn’t happen, is about to face its worst nightmare.
A young boy disappears. There are no witnesses, no
clues—only a note, cleverly taunting, casually cruel.
A tough-minded investigator on her first, make-orbreak case . . . A local cop who fears that big-city
evils have come to stalk his small-town home . . .
Together they are hunting for a madman who knows
no bounds, to protect a town that may never feel safe
again.

STUDY 1 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 3
Author: Rowan Stuart
Book Title: Whirlpool
Genre: Detective, mystery
A peaceful town, where crime is something that just
doesn’t happen, is about to face its worst nightmare.
A young boy disappears. There are no witnesses, no
clues—only a note, cleverly taunting, casually cruel.
A tough-minded investigator on her first, make-orbreak case . . . A local cop who fears that big-city
evils have come to stalk his small-town home . . .
Together they are hunting for a madman who knows
no bounds, to protect a town that may never feel safe
again.

STUDY 1 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 3
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Author: Stephen King
Book Title: The Cage
Genre: Horror, science fiction
What happens when the undead return to life? In a
world ravaged for years by a virus that turns the
infected into zombie-like cannibals, a cure is at last
found and the wrenching process of reintegrating
the survivors back into society begins. Among the
formerly afflicted is Noah a young man haunted by
the horrific acts he committed while infected.
Welcomed back into the family of his widowed
sister-in-law Noah attempts to restart his life-but is
society ready to forgive him and those like him? Or
will fear and prejudice once again tear the world
apart?

STUDY 1 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 4

Author: Garry Bonner
Book Title: The Cage
Genre: Horror, science fiction
What happens when the undead return to life? In a
world ravaged for years by a virus that turns the
infected into zombie-like cannibals, a cure is at last
found and the wrenching process of reintegrating the
survivors back into society begins. Among the
formerly afflicted is Noah a young man haunted by
the horrific acts he committed while infected.
Welcomed back into the family of his widowed
sister-in-law Noah attempts to restart his life-but is
society ready to forgive him and those like him? Or
will fear and prejudice once again tear the world
apart?

STUDY 1 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 4
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B.

Fig. 1. The choice sets for Study 2
Author: George R. R. Martin
Book Title: The Lost Sun
Genre: Science fiction, fantasy
It is a mysterious city whose sun is switched on in
the morning and switched off at night, bordered by
an abyss on one side and an impossibly high wall on
the other. Its inhabitants are people who were
plucked from history at various times and places and
left to govern themselves, advised by Those whose
purpose seems inscrutable.
Its chief engineer, a man called H274, keeps a
journal of his life and activities: to his mathematical
mind everything seems to make sense and proceed
as it should, until a chance encounter with a woman
threatens to shatter the very foundations of the

world he lives in.
STUDY 2 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 1
Author: Iain R. R. Walker
Book Title: The Lost Sun
Genre: Science fiction, fantasy
It is a mysterious city whose sun is switched on in
the morning and switched off at night, bordered by
an abyss on one side and an impossibly high wall on
the other. Its inhabitants are people who were
plucked from history at various times and places and
left to govern themselves, advised by Those whose
purpose seems inscrutable.
Its chief engineer, a man called H274, keeps a
journal of his life and activities: to his mathematical
mind everything seems to make sense and proceed
as it should, until a chance encounter with a woman
threatens to shatter the very foundations of the world
he lives in.
STUDY 2 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 1
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Author: Margaret Atwood
Book Title: The Red Harvest
Genre: Contemporary fiction, drama
Beautiful, ambitious Marie de Wildei is determined
to rise above her humble provincial origins. Soon
realizing that success can only be achieved by
adopting the subtle code of hypocrisy by which
society operates, she begins to achieve advancement
through deceit and self-interest. Her triumphant
career takes her into the heart of glamorous NewYork society, but then Marie commits an unexpected,
devastating

STUDY 2 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 2
Author: Abigale Hodson
Book Title: The Red Harvest
Genre: Contemporary fiction, drama
Beautiful, ambitious Marie de Wildei is determined
to rise above her humble provincial origins. Soon
realizing that success can only be achieved by
adopting the subtle code of hypocrisy by which
society operates, she begins to achieve advancement
through deceit and self-interest. Her triumphant
career takes her into the heart of glamorous NewYork society, but then Marie commits an
unexpected, devastating crime - and brings about
her own downfall.

STUDY 2 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 2
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Author: Haruki Murakami
Book Title: Behind the Dawn
Genre: Dystopian, mystery
He thought he'd found the perfect opportunity to
rebel. He may have been wrong.
He awakens strapped to a set of parallel bars in a
richly appointed sitting room and begins a
conversation with a masked man which will
change his life. His world has been a facade - one
which the mysterious God is about to tear away.

STUDY 2 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 3

Author: Akira Katayama
Book Title: Behind the Dawn
Genre: Dystopian, mystery
He thought he'd found the perfect opportunity to
rebel. He may have been wrong.
He awakens strapped to a set of parallel bars in a
richly appointed sitting room and begins a
conversation with a masked man which will
change his life. His world has been a facade - one
which the mysterious God is about to tear away.

STUDY 2 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 3
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Author: J.K. Rowling
Book Title: Invisible Sea
Genre: Magical realism, adventure
A mysterious creature haunts the fishermen and
pearl divers of the Windy Bay. The superstitious
local villagers call him the Sea Devil. When a pearl
merchant decides to capture the strange being
against all odds, the truth turns out to be far more
tragic and complex than anyone had ever imagined.

STUDY 2 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 4

Author: S.W. Ashley
Book Title: Invisible Sea
Genre: Magical realism, adventure
A mysterious creature haunts the fishermen and pearl
divers of the Windy Bay. The superstitious local
villagers call him the Sea Devil. When a pearl
merchant decides to capture the strange being against
all odds, the truth turns out to be far more tragic and
complex than anyone had ever imagined.

STUDY 2 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 4
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C.

Fig. 1. The choice sets for Study 3
Author: Margaret Atwood
Book Title: The Red Harvest
Genre: Contemporary fiction, drama
Beautiful, ambitious Marie de Wildei is
determined to rise above her humble provincial
origins. Soon realizing that success can only be
achieved by adopting the subtle code of
hypocrisy by which society operates, she
begins to achieve advancement through deceit
and self-interest. Her triumphant career takes
her into the heart of glamorous New-York
society, but then Marie commits an unexpected,
devastating crime - and brings about her own
downfall.

About the Author (style)
Atwood, to her credit, creates a chillingly specific, imaginable nightmare. But the
scariness is visceral, a world that’s like a dangerous and even fatal grid, an electrified
fence.
About the Author (awards)
Margaret Atwood is the winner of Booker Prize, Franz Kafka Prize and National
Book Critics Award.
About the Author (personal)
Atwood was born in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, the second of three children of Carl
Edmund Atwood, an entomologist, and Margaret Dorothy, a former dietician and
nutritionist from Woodville, Nova Scotia. Because of her father's research in forest
entomology, Atwood spent much of her childhood in the backwoods of northern
Quebec and she did not attend school full-time until she was 12 years old. She
became a voracious reader of literature, animal stories and comic books.

STUDY 3 / KNOWN/ AUTHOR 1
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Author: Abigale Hodson
Book Title: The Red Harvest
Genre: Contemporary fiction, drama
Beautiful, ambitious Marie de Wildei is
determined to rise above her humble
provincial origins. Soon realizing that success
can only be achieved by adopting the subtle
code of hypocrisy by which society operates,
she begins to achieve advancement through
deceit and self-interest. Her triumphant career
takes her into the heart of glamorous NewYork society, but then Marie commits an
unexpected, devastating crime - and brings
about her own downfall.

About the Author (style)
“Hodson, to her credit, creates a chillingly specific, imaginable nightmare. But the
scariness is visceral, a world that’s like a dangerous and even fatal grid, an electrified
fence.”
About the Author (awards)
Abigale Hodson is the winner of Booker Prize, Franz Kafka Prize and National Book
Critics Award.
About the Author (personal)
Hodson was born in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, the second of three children of Carl
Edmund Hodson, an entomologist, and Margaret Dorothy, a former dietician and
nutritionist from Woodville, Nova Scotia. Because of her father's research in forest
entomology, Hodson spent much of her childhood in the backwoods of northern
Quebec and she did not attend school full-time until she was 12 years old. She
became a voracious reader of literature, animal stories and comic books.

STUDY 3 / UNKNOWN/ AUTHOR 1
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Author: John Grisham
Book Title: Whirlpool
Genre: Detective, mystery
A peaceful town, where crime is something
that just doesn’t happen, is about to face its
worst nightmare. A young boy disappears.
There are no witnesses, no clues—only a note,
cleverly taunting, casually cruel.
A tough-minded investigator on her first,
make-or-break case . . . A local cop who fears
that big-city evils have come to stalk his smalltown home . . . Together they are hunting for a
madman who knows no bounds, to protect a
town that may never feel safe again.

About the Author (style)
When a master of suspense takes on one of the most wrenching stories in history, the
result is a book that will break your heart, set your blood pumping and your mind
racing, and leave you gasping for breath by the final page.
About the Author (awards)
John Grisham is the winner of Harper Lee Prize, Golden Plate Award and British
Book Awards.
About the Author (personal)
John Grisham as a child dreamed of being a professional baseball player. Realizing
he didn't have the right stuff for a pro career, he shifted gears. After graduating from
law school in 1981, he went on to practice law for nearly a decade and there he was
inspired to start a novel. Getting up at 5 a.m. every day to get in several hours of
writing time before heading off to work, Grisham spent three years to publish his
first book.

STUDY 3 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 2
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Author: Rowan Stuart
Book Title: Whirlpool
Genre: Detective, mystery
A peaceful town, where crime is something
that just doesn’t happen, is about to face its
worst nightmare. A young boy disappears.
There are no witnesses, no clues—only a note,
cleverly taunting, casually cruel.
A tough-minded investigator on her first,
make-or-break case . . . A local cop who fears
that big-city evils have come to stalk his
small-town home . . . Together they are
hunting for a madman who knows no bounds,
to protect a town that may never feel safe
again.

About the Author (style)
When a master of suspense takes on one of the most wrenching stories in history, the
result is a book that will break your heart, set your blood pumping and your mind
racing, and leave you gasping for breath by the final page.
About the Author (awards)
Rowan Stuart is the winner of Harper Lee Prize, Golden Plate Award and British
Book Awards.
About the Author (personal)
Rowan Stuart as a child dreamed of being a professional baseball player. Realizing
he didn't have the right stuff for a pro career, he shifted gears. After graduating from
law school in 1986, he went on to practice law for nearly a decade and there he was
inspired to start a novel. Getting up at 5 a.m. every day to get in several hours of
writing time before heading off to work, Stuart spent three years to publish his first
book.

STUDY 3 / UNKNOWN / AUTHOR 2
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Author: Stehpen King
Book Title: The Cage
Genre: Horror, science fiction
What happens when the undead return to life?
In a world ravaged for years by a virus that
turns the infected into zombie-like cannibals,
a cure is at last found and the wrenching
process of reintegrating the survivors back
into society begins. Among the formerly
afflicted is Noah a young man haunted by the
horrific acts he committed while infected.
Welcomed back into the family of his
widowed sister-in-law Noah attempts to
restart his life-but is society ready to forgive
him and those like him? Or will fear and
prejudice once again tear the world apart?
About the Author (style)
Wild, thrilling. . .. Stephen King is a master storyteller and he knows how to keep us
hooked. . .. What makes his voice so distinctive, and so captivating, is the mix of
precise observation and clarity. You got a sense of the “other,” due to his dark,
searching, and waiting atmosphere and tone.
About the Author (awards)
Stephen King is the winner of Bram Stoker Awards, World Fantasy Awards, and
British Fantasy Society Awards.
About the Author (personal)
When King was three years old, his father, deserted his family under the lie of "going
to buy a pack of cigarettes". His mother raised King and his adopted older brother
David by herself, sometimes under great financial strain.
As a child, King witnessed a gruesome accident - one of his friends was caught on a
railroad and struck by a train. It has been suggested that this could have been the
inspiration for King's dark, disturbing creations, though King himself dismisses the
idea.

STUDY 3 / KNOWN / AUTHOR 3
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Author: Garry Bonner
Book Title: The Cage
Genre: Horror, science fiction
What happens when the undead return to life?
In a world ravaged for years by a virus that turns
the infected into zombie-like cannibals, a cure
is at last found and the wrenching process of
reintegrating the survivors back into society
begins. Among the formerly afflicted is Noah a
young man haunted by the horrific acts he
committed while infected. Welcomed back into
the family of his widowed sister-in-law Noah
attempts to restart his life-but is society ready to
forgive him and those like him? Or will fear and
prejudice once again tear the world apart?

About the Author (style)
Wild, thrilling. . .. Bonner is a master storyteller and he knows how to keep us
hooked. . .. What makes his voice so distinctive, and so captivating, is the mix of
precise observation and clarity. You got a sense of the “other,” due to his dark,
searching, and waiting atmosphere and tone.
About the Author (awards)
Garry Bonner is the winner of Bram Stoker Awards, World Fantasy Awards, and
British Fantasy Society Awards.
About the Author (personal)
When Bonner was three years old, his father, deserted his family under the lie of
"going to buy a pack of cigarettes". His mother raised Bonner and his adopted older
brother James by herself, sometimes under great financial strain.
As a child, Bonner witnessed a gruesome accident - one of his friends was caught on
a railroad and struck by a train. It has been suggested that this could have been the
inspiration for Bonner’s dark, disturbing creations, though Bonner himself dismisses
the idea.
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Author: J.K. Rowling
Book Title: Invisible Sea
Genre: Magical realism, adventure
A mysterious creature haunts the fishermen
and pearl divers of the Windy Bay. The
superstitious local villagers call him the Sea
Devil. When a pearl merchant decides to
capture the strange being against all odds, the
truth turns out to be far more tragic and
complex than anyone had ever imagined.

About the Author (style)
Rowling's wonderful ability to put a fantastic spin on sports, rivalry, and eccentric
faculty contributes to the humor, charm, and, well, delight of her utterly captivating
story.
About the Author (awards)
J.K. Rowling is the winner of Hugo Award, British Book of the Year and Bram
Stoker Award.
About the Author (personal)
A graduate of the University of Exeter, Rowling moved to Portugal in 1990 to teach
English. There, she met her husband and married. After her marriage ended in
divorce, Rowling moved to Edinburgh with her daughter to live near her younger
sister, Di.
While struggling to support her daughter Jessica and herself on welfare, Rowling
worked on her first book. The idea for the book reportedly occurred to her while she
was traveling on a train from Manchester to London in 1990.
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Author: S.W. Ashley
Book Title: Invisible Sea
Genre: Magical realism, adventure
A mysterious creature haunts the fishermen
and pearl divers of the Windy Bay. The
superstitious local villagers call him the Sea
Devil. When a pearl merchant decides to
capture the strange being against all odds, the
truth turns out to be far more tragic and
complex than anyone had ever imagined.

About the Author (style)
Ashley’s wonderful ability to put a fantastic spin on sports, rivalry, and eccentric
faculty contributes to the humor, charm, and, well, delight of her utterly captivating
story.
About the Author (awards)
S. W. Ashley is the winner of Hugo Award, British Book of the Year and Bram
Stoker Award.
About the Author (personal)
A graduate of the University of Exeter, Ashley moved to Greece in 1989 to teach
English. There, she met her husband and married. After her marriage ended in
divorce, Ashley moved to Manchester with her daughter to live near her younger
sister, Di.
While struggling to support her daughter Jessica and herself on welfare, Ashley
worked on her first book. The idea for the book reportedly occurred to her while she
was traveling on a train from Edinburgh to London in 1994.
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국문초록
소설 선택에 있어서 작가의 이름, 조절 초점,
작가에 대한 정보의 역할
서울대학교 경영대학원
경영학과 경영학전공
사르코비치 즐라타

마케팅 연구에서 소설 선택에 관한 연구가 비교적으로 적어 현재로서
소설 선호도에 영향을 미치는 요소와 의사결정 프로세스에 대한 이해가
부족하다. 본 논문은 신규작가와 유명작가 간의 있는 차이에 초점을 맞춰 책
선택에 있어서 중대한 영향을 미치는 작가의 이름을 연구하는 한편 작가
인식의 효과에 영향을 미치는 요소들을 탐구한다.
본 논문은 소비시점에 소개되지 않은 작가들을 어떻게 더 효율적으로
촉진시킬 수 있는지 밝히고자 한다. 작가에 관한 정보 및 향상(promotion)
또는 예방(prevention) 초점으로부터 소설 선택이 어떤 영향을 받을 수
있는지에 대한 결론 마케팅의 실무적인 측면에서도 하나의 대안이 될 수
있다.
본 논문은 세 가지 실험을 통하여 작가의 이름이 책 선택에 미치는 영향을
실증적으로 검증해보았다. Study 1 을 통하여 작가 이름 인지도의 영향이
확인되었다.
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focus)의

효과가

검증되었으며 이에 따라 향상(promotion)초첨은 책 선택에 긍정적인 영향을
미쳤으며 해당 효과가 알려지지 않은 작가의 경우 더 크게 나타났다. Study
3 는 작가에 대한 여러 유형의 외부 정보의 역할에 대하여 탐구했다. 외부
정보는 책 선택 의도에 긍정적인 영향을 미쳤으며, 이러한 효과가 소개 유형
및 작가 인지도에 달려 있었다. 수상 정보 및 스타일 정보의 효과가 알려지지
않은 작가들의 경우 크게 나타났고 알려진 작가들의 경우 작가의 개인 소개
및 스타일 정보가 더 효율적이었다. 한편, 작가 인지도가 낮을 때 개인 소개의
효과가 소극적이었으며 작가 인지도가 높을 때 수상 정보의 효과가 낮은
것으로 나타났다.
주요어: 소설 선택, 작가 인지도, 자기조절시스템, 외부 정보, 소설 마케팅
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